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Abstract. Manufacturing enterprises in today’s markets are challenged
by competition. Collaborations are researched as a way to improve com-
petitiveness, especially for SMEs. This requires coordination and there-
fore exchange of information between different companies. Information
exchange in turn depends on interoperability between their information
systems. In order to advance interoperability, we propose a representation
for production activities in a factory. A standardized “Digital Twin” of
these aspects enables collaboration partners to access production-related
factory data without knowledge of proprietary data representations in
other factories. Further, we implement this communication infrastruc-
ture for a collaborative manufacturing platform in an example use case.

1 Introduction

Within the context of Industry 4.0 (I4.0), Digital Twins (DTs) are an active
area of research that has been applied to a variety of topics in I4.0 [1], not least
to manufacturing [2]. DTs can be used to create virtual models of products [3]
or the shop-floor of a factory [4]. An exemplary DT – built with open-source
software – that models smart manufacturing processes is presented in [5].

Another emerging research issue are Collaborative Networks (CNs) among
companies [6] – the formation of partnerships for the purpose of a certain goal. In
case of production-related goals, CN are termed “Collaborative Manufacturing
Networks” (CMNs) [7]. CMNs are considered as a strategy for SMEs to improve
their competitiveness.

The formation and execution of CMNs requires coordination among the col-
laborating partners. This faces the problem that factory data is usually not
interoperable with data from other collaborating partners, and raises issues such
as privacy and security of confidential data. These issues are especially challeng-
ing for SMEs [8] that typically do not have a substantial in-house IT organiza-
tion. Several examples for collaborative online services exist, for example for the
management of collaborations between companies [7], or services that support
development (using CAD systems) and manufacturing of products [9].
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Integration of data in the industrial context is a very active area of research
in itself [10]. The standardization of communication is seen as a requirement
for I4.0 in general [11]. A significant part of the ongoing specification activities
is centred on access to things and their capabilities; consider, for example, the
OGC SensorThings API [12]. We, on the other hand, address interoperability
between collaborating companies. We provide a way how collaborating partners
can request information related to production activities from each other, for
example, how many items of a lot have already been manufactured. Exposed to
to other collaborating partners via a common OPC UA information model, these
interfaces provide a standardized endpoint for inter-factory communication in a
collaborative scenario, realizing Digital Twins (DTs) of collaborative production
activities within the factory.

Section 2 explains the concepts of our DT – the Activity Status Interface
(ASI) – and Section 3 presents our implementation of this concept within the
DIGICOR collaborative platform1. The ASI is embedded in an OPC UA address
space. Since OPC UA is well on its way to becoming the preferential standard
for I4.0 communication – in fact, the Platform I4.0 considers OPC UA support
mandatory for Industry 4.0 devices 2 –, exposing as many aspects of a DT as
possible in this format to achieve unified access to data suggests itself. Taking
advantage of the ability of OPC UA to present data in context (i.e., descriptive
metadata), the ASI is designed to be as self-describing as possible, facilitating
the integration with other factory IT applications. We intend the ASI to be
on-premise under the control of a factory engineer (FE) in order to allow data
control. We call this software application, which manages the ASI address space,
the Collaborative Process Twin (CPT).

2 The Collaborative Process Twin

Collaboration partners can request production-related data to be exposed via the
OPC UA based ASI (Activity Status Interface). The ASI is a set of OPC UA
nodes in the address space of a local OPC UA server – the “Collaborative Process
Twin” (CPT). The interface provides collaboration-relevant production related
data. It is built around an activity network structure, where nodes represent
production activities, and edges represent relations and dependencies between
activities (see Fig. 1). We define an OPC UA Type Node for each concept in the
model and add instances as OPC UA nodes referring to these type definitions.
Each type has attributes – instantiated as OPC UA Variable nodes (Properties)
– such as a name or unique identifier.

Each ASI has a root node below which the activity network is instantiated.
Operations are production-related activities. Three subtypes of these operations

1 Additional detail is provided in in DIGICOR Deliverable D5.8: Data access API &
Reference data store (Final Release), which is available for public download from
the project website, www.digicor-project.eu

2 See “Which criteria do Industrie 4.0 products need to fulfil? Guideline 2019”,
Plattform Industrie 4.0 & ZVEI
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Fig. 1. The OPC UA information model of the Activity Status Interface in standard
notation. [16] Operation models production activities, OperationRelation models rela-
tions and dependencies between these activities, and DynamicDataRequest models a
request for information (by collaboration partners/tools) with reference to this activity
network.
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are derived from an abstract supertype: ProductionOperation models a value-
adding step, InspectionOperation models any sort of quality inspection or test-
ing, and TransportationOperation models a logistics related activity. Production
activity may require certain types of equipment, which is represented by Equip-
mentRequirement.

Dependencies between operation activities – such as production activities
that can only be done sequentially – are modeled by OperationRelation. An
instance of this class specifies – via attribute nodes – the type of the relation and
the IDs of the operations that are involved. Since it is associated with more than
one operation, it is associated with OperationNetwork rather than Operation. An
associated Condition can represent further constraints on a relation, such as a
certain time frame during which an operation has to start or finish. In the OPC
UA adress space, these relations are represented twice: on one hand, as OPC
UA nodes of the corresponding type – in order to be able to attach conditions –,
and as custom OPC UA Reference Types that are directly attached to Operation
instances on the other hand, to allow more natural navigation.

Each DynamicDataRequest is attached to the operation that the requested
information refers to; it contains a human-readable description of the request.
The associated ReportDataFormat provides an unambiguous definition of the
“data record” to be reported. A ReportField is not derived from a single OPC
UA Type, but instantiated as a OPC UA Variable Node of a suitable type that
can hold the required data format. While this way of modelling may not feel
“natural” in an OPC UA address space, it allows the automatic and straightfor-
ward mapping of requests of any future, arbitrary composition into the ASI.

Data requests are answered by updating the value of a ReportField of the
ASI. The CPT is then responsible for forwarding and/or logging this information
in a suitable way, depending on the application context. To be able to determine
whether a ReportField is not updated due to a lack of new shop-floor data,
an oversight or a conscious decision of the factory engineer, we add an addi-
tional boolean variable – ”is mapped” – to each ReportField. Its value indicates
whether the mapping has been established, if it has not yet been established, or
if the FE has ultimately rejected to establish it.

3 Prototype Implementation

The concept described above was implemented within the European research
project DIGICOR and its eponymous cloud-based platform for the formation,
management, and execution phases of maufacturing collaborations. These ac-
tivities are supported by collaborative tools that DIGICOR offers in an online
marketplace. Implementation-wise, the platform and its tools are containerized
applications, managed by Kubernetes3 as Docker4 images, and running on Ama-
zon Web Services (AWS) EC25. As shown in Fig. 2, on-premise Factory Connec-

3 https://kubernetes.io/
4 https://www.docker.com/
5 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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tors complement the cloud platform as attachment points for local equipment
and networks. The cloud platform and the Factory Connectors are linked via
secure messaging over AMQP or MQTT.Message brokers route messages and
may store them until the recipient retrieves them. In our implementation, we
used an ActiveMQ broker instance running on AWS6 to support TLS-encrypted
AMQP 1.0.
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Fig. 2. DIGICOR Factory Connectivity

3.1 The Factory Connector

The CPT and its ASIs are a part of the Factory Connector. When a cloud tool
requests information from a factory, an AMQP message with this information

6 https://aws.amazon.com/de/amazon-mq/
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is sent to the CPT at that site. The CPT parses the message and adds a corre-
sponding ASI to its address space. Whenever the value of one of the ReportFields
in an ASI changes, the CPT sends a corresponding “dynamic data response” over
AMQP back to the cloud platform.

It would not be efficient to expect the Factory Engineer to manually keep the
ASIs up-to-date whenever the local data changes. Also, the local data sources
will most likely not be in the requested format. Moreover, the FE may want to
remove some local detail on purpose in order to protect trade secrets. Therefore,
the Factory Connector also contains a component that supports the FE with
the collection and transformation of necessary data to answer Dynamic Data
Requests. This component is called the Mapping Engine (ME). The ME offers a
convenient UI which allows the FE to connect to local OPC UA servers, access
data in these servers, specify how they need to be transformed, and to which
ReportField the result should be written. For transformation, the ME offers a set
of built-in mapping functions – such as incrementing or type conversion – as well
as the option to apply custom Javascript code. The ME then creates OPC UA
subscriptions on the selected local data, and whenever it is notified of a change,
it applies the mapping function and writes the result to the corresponding target
nodes in the ASI.

The CPT is written in Java, using the Eclipse Milo7 OPC UA stack, and
the ME in JavaScript, using the NodeOPCUA8 stack, which makes the Factory
Connector platform and operating system independent.

3.2 Message format between CPT and cloud

In principle, the CPT address space could be modified by standard OPC UA
node management services. However, these services require OPC UA Clien-
t/Server connections, which cannot currently be routed over AMQP. Therefore,
we chose another way to transmit Dynamic Data Requests from the cloud to
the Factory Connectors. As shown in Fig. 3, a JSON serialization of the activity
network model instance contains the information corresponding to the ASI to
be created.

For sending ReportField values back to the cloud, we can apply available
standards. The OPC UA PubSub specification [14] covers how to send such
update information over a publish/subscribe channel, while keeping references
to the original address space intact. The specification also describes how to
construct a JSON message for the purpose [15]. A partial example of such a
message is shown in Fig. 4.

It contains various values from the ASI that together enable the cloud plat-
form to correctly associate the message – for example, IDs for the dynamic data
request that is being answered and for the operation that the dynamic data re-
quest belongs to. A timestamp is also included. Finally, it contains all the data
values, together with information about their units.

7 https://github.com/eclipse/milo
8 https://node-opcua.github.io
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"operationId ": "MakeFrame1",
...
"dynamicDataRequestList ": [

{
"dynamicDataRequestId ": "ReqResponse1",
"dynamicDataRequestPublisherId ": "ProductionMonitoring",
"description ": "Update the status of materialOutput in the

buffer",
"bufferId ": "FORBufferFrame1",
"updateFrequency ": 1,
"updateFrequencyUnit ": "HOUR",
"reportDataFormat ": {

"reportName ": "ProgressReport",
"reportFieldList ": [

{
"name": "progressStatus",
"unit": "PIECE",
"type": 9

},
...

Fig. 3. A dynamic data request that is sent to the Factory Connector

"MessageId ": "3ea281da -fad0 -42e0 -8c9a -713 bd4257fec",
"MessageType ": "ua-data",
"PublisherId ": "FOR_MUC",
"Messages ": [

{
"DataSetWriterId ": 1,
"SequenceNumber ": 0,
"Timestamp ": "2019 -04 -18 T18 :20:30Z",
"Payload ": {

"reportName ": {
"Type": 12,
"Body": "ProgressReport" },

"dynamicDataRequestId ": {
"Type": 12,
"Body": "ReqResponse1" },

"operationId ": {
"Type": 12,
"Body": "MakeFrame1" },

"shopfloorTimestamp ": {
"Type": 13,
"Body": "2019 -04 -18 T19 :10:05Z" },

"progressStatus ": {
"Type": 9,
"Body": 1 },

"progressStatusUnit ": {
"Type": 12,
"Body": "PIECE" }

...

Fig. 4. A response to a dynamic data request that is sent to the DIGICOR platform
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Other elements are specific to OPC UA PubSub: The field “MessageId” holds
an ID for each message, “MessageType” is set to “ua-data” indicating that it
is an OPC UA PubSub message, and “PublisherId” points to the source ad-
dress space. The field “Messages” is an array of “data sets” containing updates
for a certain set of data variables from the source address space identified by
“DataSetWriterId”. In our implementation, one such data set corresponds to
each dynamic data request. All fields are created and sent whenever one corre-
sponding node in the CPT changes. Each data value contains – besides the actual
value in “Body” – additional OPC UA type information (“Type”). The OPC
UA specification allows more compact encodings; for our prototype, we have
deliberately chosen a more verbose encoding to make the context information
that is transported explicit.

3.3 Aligned message format for other sources

As an OPC UA information model, our digital twin for production activities
blends well with other Industrie 4.0 data sources into a larger digital twin that
seamlessly covers many aspects of a smart factory. Monitoring the status of a
robot was implemented as an example.

Based on the OPC UA Robotics Companion Specification, joint positions and
drive energy consumption are arranged as variables in an OPC UA information
model. Changes to these values are again transmitted to the cloud via OPC UA
PubSub over AMQP, to the same destination as the ASI ReportField updates;
the different PublisherId (and DataSetWriterId) makes their source apparent.

An example is shown in Fig. 5. The encoding is similar as in Fig. 4; however,
each DataSet field is now represented as a DataValue, with individual times-
tamps. Fig. 6 shows another snippet, containing a custom structured datatype.
In Fig. 7, showing a condition summary message, it becomes apparent how the
embedded type information makes it possible to tell that first value is indeed
a boolean (type 1) and not a string (type 12) that just happens to contain the
value “false”.

4 Conclusion and future work

We have shown how heterogeneous production related data can be represented
in a standardized way through an OPC UA based Digital Twin, especially with
respect to the status of production activities. Production activities are repre-
sented as an activity network. Requests for information about these activities
are included as a part of the model. We have also presented an prototype imple-
mentation in the context of the DIGICOR collaborative manufacturing platform,
showing how the production activities related aspects can blend with asset status
related aspects into one digital twin.

As we are using OPC UA to implement the interface, future extensions of
our work could make use of advanced OPC UA features such as audit events in
order to trace data flow. Also, the standardized Nodeset XML representation for
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"Payload" : {
"AssetId ": {

"Value": {"Type": 12, "Body": "GRU_Robot_eDO_1" },
"SourceTimestamp ": "2019 -03 -26 T18 :28:54.2940194Z"},

"Axis1.ActualPosition.EURange ": {
"Value": {

"Type": 22,
"Body": {

"TypeId ": {"Id": 884},
"Body": {"low": 0,"high": 359.99} } },

"SourceTimestamp ": "2019 -03 -25 T13 :07:36.3503012Z" },
"Axis1.ActualPosition ": {

"Value": {
"Type": 11,
"Body": 12.3 },

"SourceTimestamp ": "2019 -03 -26 T18 :28:54.2940194Z" },
...

Fig. 5. Part of a robot pose update that is sent to the DIGICOR platform. ”AssetId”
can be used to reference the robot in an “EquipmentRequirement”.

"Payload" : {
"AssetId ": ...,
"Motor1.RecentPowerConsumption ": {

"Value": {
"Type": 22,
"Body": {

"TypeId ": {
"IdType ": 1,
"Id": "PowerConsumptionAggregate",
"Namespace ": 1 },

"Body": {
"SecondsAggregated ": 30,
"WattsMin ": 10,
"WattsMax ": 200.5,
"WattsAvg ": 25.6 } } },

"SourceTimestamp ": "2019 -03 -25 T13 :07:36.3503012Z" },
...

Fig. 6. Part of a robot power consumption update sent to the DIGICOR platform

"Payload" : {
"AssetId ": ...,
"HealthOK ": {

"Value": {
"Type": 1,
"Body": "false"},

"SourceTimestamp ": "2019 -03 -25 T13 :32:19.5266645Z" },
"HealthInformation ": {

"Value": {
"Type": 12,
"Body": "Drive for axis 3 is defective "},

"SourceTimestamp ": "2019 -03 -26 T18 :28:54.2940194Z" } }
}

Fig. 7. Part of a robot overall condition update that is sent to the DIGICOR platform
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address spaces could replace the JSON serialization that we are using currently
to describe an Activity Status Interface that is to be added to the Collaborative
Process Twin (Fig. 3). Going further, the Mapping Engine could be extended
with automated mapping functionality, possibly supported by a knowledge base
of data structures commonly found in factories, or even machine learning.
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